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Abstract 
Infrared wavelength selective thermal emission based on Tamm plasmon polaritons (TPPs) is experimentally demon-

strated. Unlike conventional TPP structures having a thin metal layer on a DBR, the proposed structure has a thick 

metal under a DBR which is more robust for thermal radiation. The number of DBR pairs is a critical factor to maxim-

ize the narrowband emission: It has to satisfy the impedance matching condition, which varies with the choice of metal 

film. The proposed structure can achieve twice higher Q-factor for the measured emissivity compared to typical plas-

monic thermal emitters. The structure is one dimensional, only consists of multilayers, and free from nano-patterning, 

offering a practical design in applications such as gas sensing, narrowband IR sources and in thermophotovoltaics.  
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Introduction 

Wavelength selective thermal emitters have gathered great attention recently due to the narrow band radiation [1-3]. By 

choosing specific natural materials that absorb the required wavelength region can be a way to reduce the unwanted 

losses, but the absorbing region and the bandwidth are limited by the intrinsic material property without adjustability 

[4]. In contrast, artificial nanostructures can make a tunable absorber/emitter with a narrow emission peak [5-7]. Dif-

ferent types of nanostructures have been investigated including photonic crystals (PCs) which utilize band edge reso-

nance [8, 9], surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) resulted from metallic grating structures [10], gap-plasmon-guided 

mode of asymmetric T-shape structures [11], and magnetic dipole resonance produced by metal-insulator-metal (MIM) 

metamaterials [12-16]. Regardless of the designs, all the structures listed above require a 2D nanofabrication process 

which are costly and hinder practical applications [17].  

In order to achieve large area fabrications without complexity, a planar multilayer structure based on surface state res-

onances have huge advantage over other 2D or 3D nanostructures. Among multilayer structures, Fabry–Pérot struc-

tures have been demonstrated as wavelength selective emitters [18, 19]. However, since they do not have stop bands, 

there would be multiple emission peaks thus the S/N ratio cannot be high. On the other hand, a metallic film combined 

with a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) serving as a 1D photonic crystal can be a narrow band emitter having low 

background level. In such a structure, Tamm plasmon polaritons (TPPs), which has a zero in-plane wavevector, has 

gathered great attention lately [20, 21]. Since both TE and TM waves can excite TPPs, TPP structures are polarization 

independent. The tunability of TPPs can be readily achieved by changing the stop band of the DBR [22]. So far, TPPs 

have been studied from various directions, such as theoretical studies on eigenmodes [23], combination with metamate-

rials [24], propagating and non-propagating TPPs [25], luminescence enhancement [26], and selective thermal emitters 

[27]. However, little study has been done focusing on optimizing the absorption and thermal emission peak in mid-IR 

region based on TPP structures.  

In order to reach the high quality factor (Q-factor) TPP, one way is selecting appropriate metallic materials, which has 

been discussed in Ref. [22]. In addition, the configuration (see Figure 1) is also an important factor for optimization. 

Klimov et al compared metal-side TPP structures (incident light from the thin metal film) to DBR-side TPP structures 

(incident light from the DBR) at visible region [28]. For metal-side TPP, metal thickness needs to be optimized to 

reach a perfect absorption with high Q-factor. However, for DBR-side TPP structures, the number of the DBR pairs 

determines the magnitude of the absorptivity rather than metal thickness [29]. That means DBR-side TPP structures 

can have thick metal film which behave as a good reflector but strong evanescent fields are excited in the DBR. More-

over, it can be inferred that DBR-side TPP structures can possess better mechanical stability and refractory properties 

(thick metal film) and lower the fabrication difficulty as the fabrication of a continuous ultra-thin film is challenging. 

In this study, DBR-side TPP structures were chosen to demonstrate the ultra-sharp emission peak in mid-IR region. By 

designing the coupling between localized modes and the incident wave, we analytically and experimentally demon-

strate enhanced absorptivity (i.e. emissivity) by DBR-side TPP structures at the designed wavelength. First, the differ-

ence between metal-side TPP structures and DBR-side TPP structures as well as the design considerations for each 

structure are discussed based on coupled mode theory. Then, by taking the optical constants and the impedance match-

ing into account, the optimized conditions of DBR with different metals are presented. The best Q-factor of 36.5 is 

achieved in experiment by choosing Al as a metal film. The tunability of the DBR-side TPP structures and emission 

properties with different metals were experimentally demonstrated. In addition, the threshold temperature of DBR-side 

TPP structures using different metals were also experimentally demonstrated. 
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Figure 1 Schematic diagrams of (a) metal-side TPP structure with a thin metal film where light is illuminated  from 

thin metal layer; (b) DBR-side TPP structure where light is illuminated from DBR side with an opaque metal film be-

low. 

 

In Figure 2, two kinds of TPP structures having the same 4 m resonance are compared. One is the metal-side TPP 

structure with a thin metal film (Fig. 2(a)), while the other is the DBR-side TPP structure with an opaque metal film  

(Fig. 2(b)). As examples, two pairs of DBR composed of Si and SiO2 layers, combined with an additional Si layer ad-

jacent to an Al metal film were chosen to form the TPP structures. As shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(e), the 2D magnetic 

field distributions clearly show the localized enhancement at the interfaces of the DBR and metal, and then, the fields 

exponentially decay into both the metal side and the DBR side. The field enhancement of DBR-side TPP structure is 

~20 times larger than that of metal-side TPP structure. The simulated reflectance of the metal-side and the DBR-side 

TPPs aimed at 4 m are shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(f). The DBR-side TPP provides a 10 times narrower bandwidth and 

a much higher absorptance compared to the metal-side TPP.  

In order to understand the confined energy in TPP, the relaxation time () can be used to define the ratio of the stored 

energy (E) and the leakage power (P) as, 
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The temporal coupled-mode theory can describe the Q-factor of TPP structures by considering the relaxation time [30, 

31] 
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where DBR, Metal , and A are the relaxation times due to the transmission loss of the DBR mirror, the transmission and 

absorption loss of the metals, respectivelyTPP is the TPP resonance frequency. 

The minimization of the three losses is required for better energy storage (larger ). The critical coupling condition for 

DBR-side TPP occurs at larger relaxation time than metal-side TPP (see Fig. S1 in supplementary material). Therefore, 

a DBR-side TPP structure can support a resonance with a high Q-factor due to lower power of leakage.  
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Figure 2 Comparison of the metal-side (Al = 10 nm | Si = 220 nm | 2 pairs DBR aimed at 4 m) and DBR-side TPP 

structures (2 pairs DBR aimed at 4 m | Si = 273 nm | Al = 250 nm). (a, d) schematic diagram, (b, e) cross-section plot 

along z axis and normalized magnetic field intensity (c, f) simulated reflectance spectra for the two TPP structures 

aimed at 4 m. In the emission experiment, current was applied to the metal layer (shown as the circuit with a voltage 

source) to heat the sample, and the yellow arrows represent the thermal emission from the interface of the DBR/metal 

due to TPPs resonance. 

To investigate the design consideration of the two TPP structures, aluminum (Al) and gold (Au) are chosen as the ab-

sorbing/emitting layer to calculate the absorptance spectra maps with various number of the DBR pairs as well as vari-

ous thicknesses of the metal, as shown in Fig. 3. When increasing the number of DBR pairs, the absorptance will 

slightly increase till six pairs DBR for metal-side TPP structures (Figs. 3(a) and 3(e)), however, there is an optimized 

number of the DBR pairs for DBR-side TPP structures (Figs. 3(c) and 3(g)). In terms of the metal film thickness, larger 

TPP absorptance is realized by decreasing the thickness for metal-side TPP structure (Figs. 3(b) and 3(f)) whereas the 

DBR-side TPP structure has the opposite (Figs. 3(d) and 3(h)). Note that when aiming at mid-IR region, the magnitude 

of ’ of the metal is much higher than that in visible/near-IR region, which makes the metal’s thickness to be only sev-

eral nanometers to allow photon penetration through the metal film, as can be seen in Figs. 3(b) and 3(f). Because of 

the difficulty in getting smooth and contentious ultrathin metal layer, metal-side TPP structures are disadvantageous in 

fabrication. To sum up, for DBR-side TPP structures, an optimized number of the DBR pairs combined with a thick 

metal layer is necessary for strong TPP coupling.   
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Figure 3 Simulated 2D absorptance maps of the TPP structures. Using Al as the emitting layer: for metal-side TPP de-

sign (a) the number of the DBR pairs is varied from 1 pair to 10 pairs, and (b) the metal layer thickness is varied from 

2 nm to 50 nm; for DBR-side TPP design (c) the number of the DBR pairs is varied from 1 pair to 6 pairs, and (d) the 

metal layer thickness is varied from 2 nm to 100 nm. Using Au as the emitting layer: for metal-side TPP design (e) the 

number of the DBR pairs is varied from 1 pair to 10 pairs, and (f) the metal layer thickness is varied from 2 nm to 50 

nm; for DBR-side TPP design (g) the number of the DBR pairs is varied from 1 pair to 6 pairs, and (h) the metal layer 

thickness is varied from 2 nm to 100 nm. The thickness of the Si/SiO2 forming DBR is equal to a quarter of optical 

path length of 4 m which is the targeted resonance wavelength. 

As can be seen from Figure 3, the choice of metal is a key factor in TPP resonance. To further investigate how the se-

lection of metals and the number of the DBR pairs affect the TPP resonance of DBR-side devices, two coinage metals, 

Au, Al, and two refractory metals, molybdenum (Mo), tungsten (W), were chosen. The dielectric functions of Al, Au, 

Mo, and W are shown in Fig. 4(a). The optical constants of Al, Mo and W were characterized by spectroscopic ellip-

sometry (SENDIRA, Sentech). The optical constant of Au was taken from the literature [32]. Figures 4(b)-4(e) show 

the simulated absorptance spectra for DBR-side TPP structures aimed at ~ 4 m with increasing number of the DBR 

pairs. When increasing the number of the DBR pairs from one to four, the absorptance decreases from ~ 80% to 4% for 

Al samples but the Q-factor is the highest when the number of DBR pair is two. In Fig. 4(b), for Au samples, the opti-

mized number of the DBR pair is also two. However, different from Al and Au, the absorptance is suppressed as the 

number of the DBR pair increases from one to four for Mo and W samples, as can be seen in Figs. 4(d) and 4(e). The 

reason behind is that the coupling efficiency of TPP depends on the optical impedance matching (i.e. minimization in 

the reflection) at the DBR/metal interface. Since the Al and Au have higher reflection coefficients (i.e. larger negative 

’) than Mo and W, using Al or Au can support a stronger TPP resonance. In addition, Au or W can provide a narrower 

bandwidth than Al or Mo because the ” of the former metals are smaller. Consequently, there are optimized numbers 

for the DBR pairs when using different metals due to the impedance matching. The metal with larger negative ’ re-

quires DBRs with higher reflectance which leads to a narrower resonance, such as Al and Au. It is worth noting that 

the metal-side TPP using Au (Figs. 3(e) and 3(f)) can support a stronger TPP than using Al (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). How-

ever, the performances of the DBR-side structures with the Al and Au are comparable (Figs. 3 (c), (d), (g) and (h)). 

This means that the optical constant of a metal gives more restrictions to the metal-side TPP structures than the DBR-

side TPP structures.  
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For DBR-side TPP, the critical coupling condition is DBR = A. Based on Eq. (3), the Q-factor is proportional to the 

relaxation time as,  

A
Q    .                                                                                       (4) 

Since the stored energy is the same, the relaxation time has a proportional relationship to the reflectance/absorptance as 

[see the supplementary material]: 

MetalDBR

ADBR
AT

1
:

1
:  ,                                                                      (5) 

where the TDBR and AMetal are the transmittance of the DBR mirror and absorptance of the metal, respectively. 

In addition, at normal incidence, when defining the reflectivity by the refractive index n and extinction coefficient k of 

metal [33], the Q-factor for DBR-side TPP can be simplified as, 

nRA
Q k

MetalMetal

2

1
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  .                                                             (6) 

Thus, considering n2 << k2 for metals, the Q-factor of DBR-side TPP can be approximated as k2/n. As shown in Fig. 4, 

the Q-factor of Au is the highest, then decreases as Al, W, finally the Mo. The trend fits well to k2/n values for each 

metal at 4 m (k2/n values for Au, Al, W, and Mo are 391, 101, 58 and 39). 

 

 

 

Figure 4 (a) Complex dielectric functions of Al, Au, Mo, and W. The DBR-side TPP structures aimed at 4 m with the 

number of the DBR pairs from 1 to 4, using (b) Al, (c) Au, (d) Mo, and (e) W as the emitting metal layer with the fixed 

tDBR_last = 273 nm, 265 nm, 263 nm, and 260 nm, respectively . 
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Experiments and discussions 

In experiment, samples aiming at mid-IR were fabricated for Au, Al, Mo, and W. The DBR is composed of Si and 

SiO2 because it can provide a large photonic bandgap which can achieve high reflectance by only two pairs of Si/SiO2 

[27]. The thickness of the two-pair DBR using Si and SiO2 are equal to the quarter optical path length of the targeted 

wavelength. First, two pair DBR were deposited on a sapphire substrate, then, an additional Si layers was deposited by 

a magnetron sputtering machine to target each emission wavelength in which the Si layers serve as tDBR_last. After-

wards, a metal layer of 200 nm was deposited on the top of the DBR by an e-gun deposition instrument. Only for Au 

sample, an adhesive Ti layer of 5 nm was deposited before the Au film. 

Figure 5(a) shows the SEM cross section image for 4.6 m sample with Au. Figure 5(b) shows the simulated reflec-

tance spectra (solid line) and simulated absorptance spectra (dashed line). The simulated spectra were calculated by the 

transfer-matrix method. An FTIR spectrometer (iS50R, Thermo Scientific Nicolet) was used for reflectance measure-

ment with an opaque Au film as a reference. Figure 5(c) shows the measured reflectance spectra at room temperature. 

The resonant positions match well to the simulation results. Clearly, by designing the layer thickness, the tunability of 

the DBR-side TPP structures is demonstrated in experiment. The slight discrepancy between the simulation and exper-

imental results might be due to the adhesion layer at the interface.  

 

Figure 5 (a) SEM cross-sectional image of the Au sample with DBR = 5 m aimed at 4.6 m, the thickness for each 

layer is 392.2 nm (Si), 765.1 nm (SiO2), 392.2 nm (Si), 765 nm (SiO2), tDBR_last = 286 nm (Si), Au = 193.7 nm with Ti 

= 5 nm as the adhesion layer. (b) Simulated reflectance (solid line) and absorbance (dashed line) spectra, and (c) meas-

ured reflectance spectra for DBR-side TPP structures with Si/SiO2 DBR and a 200 nm Au film aimed at 4 m, 4.6 m, 

and 5.4 m.  

In the thermal emission measurement, the sample with a thermocouple mounted on the backside was put into an ultra-

high vacuum system (10-8 to 10-9 Torr) and heated by applying DC current to the metal layer. The sample sizes were 5 

 25 mm2. The emission spectra of a blackbody paint sample were used as a reference. After heating up the sample, the 

thermal emission was collected by an FTIR spectrometer. Because the bottom metal layer is opaque for DBR-side TPP 

structures, the impedance matching (i.e. number of the DBR pairs) will decide how much light can reach the interface. 

In order to study how the metals affect the impedance matching of DBR-side TPP structures, four different metal lay-

ers were tested in the DBR-side TPP structures. Figures 6(a)-6(d) show the simulated spectra for Al, Au, Mo, and W 

samples, respectively. In Figs. 6(e)-6(h), the measured reflectance and emissivity are shown. The measurement results 

match well to the simulations. As for the emissivity spectra, the measured results are slightly red-shifted compared to 

the simulated results. The reason might be the refractive index changes at high temperatures and crystallinity change 

due to the heating during the thermal emission measurement. The estimated temperatures for the Al and Au samples 

are ~ 100± 20 °C, and ~ 400± 50 °C for the Mo and W samples during the emission experiments. The measured emis-

sivities can be also compared to the results in Fig. 4. As can be seen in Fig. 4(a), the ’ around 4.2 m are similar be-

tween Al and Au, and more negative compared to Mo and W, which results in higher emissivity (i.e. absorptance) for 

Al and Au sample than the Mo and W samples.  
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Figure 6 DBR-side TPP emitters aimed at 4.2 m: simulated reflectance, transmittance, and absorptance spectra using 

(a) Al, (b) Au, (c) Mo, and (d) W as the emitting layers; and the measured reflectance and emissivity for (e) Al, (f) Au, 

(g) Mo, and (h) W. 

Further detailed studies are presented for another Al TPP structures aimed at ~ 4 m. Figure 7(b) shows the measured 

reflectance, which has a dip value < 0.2, a bandwidth = 110 nm, and the Q-factor = 36.5. In addition, the measured 

emissivity spectra using heating current from 0.6 A to 0.85 A (temperature ranging from ~115°C to ~270°C) was shown 

in Fig. 7(c). When increasing the heating current, the emissivity peak (peak) red-shifted by ~60 nm, and the Q-factor 

slightly decreased from 29.8 to 27.9. When the Q-factor of the Al TPP structure is compared to other metamaterial 

thermal emitters, it is superior to the Al MIM structure (Q-factor = 14 at 4 m) by a factor of ~2.0 [17], the Au rectan-

gular-groove structure (Q-factor = 12 at 5.5m) by a factor of ~2.3 [34] and the Au cross-shaped MIM structure (Q-

factor = 9.2 at 5.8 m) by a factor of ~3 [13]. 

 

 

Figure 7 DBR-side TPP structure using Al with 2 pairs of Si/SiO2 DBR aimed at 4 m (tDBR_last = 273 nm, same design 

as shown in Fig. 4(b)): (a) schematic diagram of the TPP structure, (b) measured reflectance spectrum at room temper-

ature, (c) emissivity spectra where the heating current varies from 0.6 A to 0.85 A. 
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Determining the operational temperature range is inevitable in practice [35]. To investigate the damage threshold of the 

TPP structures using different metal materials, the samples were heated by increasing the heating current (i.e. tempera-

ture) till the emission peak disappeared or shifted significantly. Table 1 lists the melting temperatures (Tmelting), thresh-

old heating powers (Pthre), and threshold heating temperatures (Tthre) of the fabricated samples using Al, Au, Mo, and 

W in the DBR-side TPP structures. Because of their relatively low melting temperatures and threshold heating power, 

Al and Au samples are suitable for operating temperatures below 300 ºC (corresponds to ideal blackbody’s radiation 

peak BB = 4 m to 6 m), while Mo and W samples can be used for shorter wavelength since the sample can be heat-

ed up to ~800 ºC (BB = 2.5 m to 4 m) and still retain the emission shape. It can be inferred from Table 1 that the 

threshold temperature is proportional to the melting temperature. Note that the threshold temperature of a thin film is 

much lower than the bulk material’s melting temperature as listed in Table 1. The threshold temperature of ~800 ºC for 

W sample is coincident with the limited stability temperature of W reported in [36]. If increasing the temperature up to 

850 ºC, the degradation occurred at the tungsten film’s interface.  

Table 1 The melting temperatures (Tmeltings), threshold heating powers (Pthres), and the threshold heating temperatures 

(Tthres) of DBR-side TPP structures using Al, Au, Mo, and W.  

Material Tmelting (ºC) [37] Pthre (mW/mm2) Tthre (ºC ) 

Al 660 9.0 270 

Au 1064 14.5 360 

Mo 2623 34.0 750 

W 3422 34.6 800 

Conclusion 

We have shown analytically and experimentally that DBR-side TPP structures can demonstrate narrowband se-

lective absorption and thermal emissions in the mid-IR region. Conventionally studied metal-side TPP structures 

can only achieve broad and shallow absorption peak due to the large |’| of the metal in the mid-IR region. In con-

trast, DBR-side TPP structure can mitigate the intrinsic property of the metal, because the design allow more photons 

to be coupled to the TPPs resonance. Using Al or Au as a metal layer in the DBR-side TPP structures, we obtained 

nearly twice higher or more Q-factors than other metamaterial based thermal emitters. Besides Au and Al, the refracto-

ry Mo and W can be also used to obtain high emissivity (i.e. absorptivity). The lithography-free feature of the DBR-

side TPP structure is more practical compared to other structures having 2D or 3D nano-patterns, making our structure 

to be suitable in various mid-IR applications such as gas sensing, narrowband IR source, and thermophotovoltaics.  
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